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As companies increasingly expect employees to do their jobs
outside the office on a variety of device types, IT is struggling
with new security and management challenges that this same
mobility introduces. Organizations must deliver desktops and
applications to users that are not in standard locations or on
standard systems. A mobile workspace helps address these
issues by providing a portable, always on, always connected
work environment that can follow users no matter where they
go, on whatever device they use, and on any network.
Executive Summary
HPE Moonshot for Citrix Mobile Workspaces mobilizes your workforce to access apps,
desktops, data and services easily and securely from any device, over any network with a single
solution for IT to manage. It is based on market leading software technologies in the Citrix
Workspace Suite, including:
Citrix XenDesktop. XenDesktop delivers a complete Windows desktop to any device.
It is the only hybrid cloud-ready platform that separates management and workload.
With XenDesktop, IT can mobilize the business while reducing the costs of centralized
control and security.
Citrix XenApp. XenApp is the industry-leading solution for virtual application delivery,
providing secure, remote access to Windows applications and server desktops from
any device, over any network.
Citrix XenMobile. XenMobile delivers mobile device management (MDM), mobile
application management (MAM), and enterprise-grade productivity apps to users on
their choice of mobile device.
Citrix ShareFile. ShareFile provides a secure enterprise file sync and share service that
meets business mobility, collaboration, and data security requirements.
Citrix NetScaler. NetScaler is an application delivery controller designed to optimize,
secure, and control delivery of enterprise and cloud services. It is designed to manage
external access for remote workers, performing load balancing, managing network
traffic securely, and optimizing the user experience.
Citrix Workspace Suite meets changing workforce requirements with the industry’s leading
mobile workspace solution, enabling IT to securely deliver all apps – Windows, web, SaaS,
mobile – data and services from any device, over any network, empowering people to work
their way.
This paper documents a reference architecture design and performance testing results for HPE
Moonshot for Citrix Mobile Workspaces. With this solution, a single self-contained hardware
platform can deliver multiple desktop and application virtualization models, supporting task
workers as well as graphics-intensive application users and everyone in between, all on the
same scalable infrastructure platform. Users’ experience with latency-critical real-time
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applications, including video content, hosted on Citrix XenApp and Citrix XenDesktop in the
enterprise datacenter, is often adversely impacted by latency and congestion on the WAN.
This situation can cause inconsistent rendering of video and excessive waiting time while the
video buffers.
Audience
This reference architecture is intended for IT administrators, implementers, and architects who
are considering Citrix Workspace Suite and its integration and performance advantages.
Document Overview
This document assumes the reader is somewhat familiar with HPE Moonshot System and HP
3PAR StoreServ Storage Systems, and is looking for a simple bare-metal virtual desktop and
virtual application delivery solution that yields optimal performance at a cost-effective price
point. From the standpoint of economics, the HPE Moonshot System is energy-efficient,
conserves data center space, and requires less cabling, which can help to lower operating
expense (OPEX). And since the reference architecture relies on bare metal servers to deliver
Citrix XenDesktop and XenApp workloads, there is lower cost and complexity in comparison to
other mobile workspace solutions.
This reference architecture allows a customer to deploy some or all of the Citrix Workspace
Suite components including XenApp/XenDesktop 7.6 Feature Pack 2, XenMobile, and
NetScaler VPX. The ShareFile software, which is also part of the Citrix Workspace Suite, can run
externally to the HPE Moonshot platform on-premise using storage resources of the HPE
3PAR StoreServ Storage System.
Disclaimer
This guide is not intended to constitute legal advice. Customers should consult with their legal
counsel regarding compliance with U.S., and other country-specific industry laws and
regulations, and the intended use of Citrix products and services. Citrix makes no warranties,
express, implied, or statutory, as to the information in this document.
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Introducing the Citrix Mobile Workspaces Solution
Today employees work from many locations and types of devices. As employees increasingly
expect to do their jobs outside the office on their choice of devices, IT struggles with new
security and management challenges that user mobility introduces.
The Citrix Mobile Workspaces solution provides a portable, always on, always connected
working environment that can follow an employee independent of the device and network in
use. By implementing a Citrix Mobile Workspaces delivery infrastructure, businesses can build a
software-defined workplace that increases productivity, enhances security, simplifies
workflows, and reduces costs. Citrix provides market-leading application and desktop
virtualization, mobility management, networking, and cloud technologies that are integrated,
empowering users to work better from anywhere. Citrix HDX technologies enable a touchnative capability and optimized performance on mobile devices, creating a rich, high-definition
user experience.

Figure 1. HPE Moonshot System and Server Cartridges.

HPE Moonshot for Citrix Mobile Workspaces Solution
The HPE Moonshot System is an advanced infrastructure design that delivers breakthrough
efficiency and scale by aligning compute, memory, and storage resources. The idea is simple—
replace general purpose processors with more energy-efficient System-on-Chip (SoC)
technologies containing integrated accelerators tailored for specific workloads. SoCs reside on
hot-pluggable HPE Proliant server cartridges in the HPE Moonshot chassis. Everything that is a
common resource in a traditional server—power, cooling, management, fabric, switches, and
network uplinks—is shared across cartridges that are organized in a compact and dense form
factor in the chassis.
The HPE Moonshot for Citrix Mobile Workspaces design is flexible, allowing an architect to
choose specific server cartridges and SoCs tested and validated for different Citrix software
technologies. Because mobile workspace use cases and customer requirements vary, the HPE
Moonshot for Citrix Mobile Workspaces solution is ideal because it offers tremendous
flexibility. Within the same chassis, customers can combine cartridges that deliver hosted
applications using Citrix XenApp along with cartridges that deliver hosted desktops using Citrix
XenDesktop. Since different cartridge types can be mixed, IT architects can construct
heterogeneous and agile mobile workspace solutions using a simple, consistent, and
integrated architecture.
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Figure 2. HPE Moonshot Chassis and Server Cartridges.

The solution architecture includes all the infrastructure servers (XenDesktop Delivery
Controllers, StoreFront, Licensing, PVS, etc.) that are needed to deploy the solution. While
XenApp and XenDesktop workloads are deployed on bare metal in this reference architecture
to achieve optimal scale, the infrastructure servers that manage the delivery of these
workloads can be virtual and leverage a hypervisor. Having the Citrix management
infrastructure inside the chassis (along with the physical workload machines) simplifies the
overall design, making it easy to deploy a self-contained mobile workspace solution.
In this HPE Moonshot for Citrix Mobile Workspaces solution, up to three cartridges for running
Microsoft Windows Server 2012 R2 with Hyper-V are allocated for the infrastructure servers
inside the chassis. The quantity of cartridges for infrastructure virtual machines is flexible and
can be modified to meet site-specific implementation needs. (More infrastructure virtual
machine cartridges can be configured inside the chassis; however, doing so reduces the
number of cartridge slots available for desktop and application workloads.)
Table 1 shows the software components tested in the HPE Moonshot for Citrix Mobile
Workspaces reference architecture.
Table 1. Software components and versions in the tested reference architecture.
Component

Version

Virtual Desktop Broker

Citrix XenDesktop 7.6 Platinum Edition FP2

Desktop Provisioning

Citrix Provisioning Services 7.6

Web Portal

Citrix StoreFront 3.0

License Server

Citrix License Server 11.12.1

Workload Generator

Login VSI 4.1.4.2

Microsoft Office

Microsoft Office 2013

Virtual Desktop OS (HDI)

Microsoft Windows 7 x64

Virtual Desktop OS (Hosted Shared Desktops)

Microsoft Windows Server 2012 R2 Standard

Database Server

Microsoft SQL Server 2010

Infrastructure Hypervisor

Windows 2012 R2 with Hyper-V

System Center Virtual Machine Manager

2012R2 Version: 3.2.8071.0

Network Appliance

Citrix NetScaler VPX, NS11.0: Build 55.20.nc

File Sharing/Sync

Citrix ShareFile 3.2

Mobility

Citrix XenMobile 10.1

Pre-Tested Citrix Solutions for HPE Moonshot
At the heart of the HPE Moonshot for Citrix Mobile Workspaces solution are the marketleading Citrix XenDesktop and XenApp technologies. These core software components are
easily and rapidly deployed as a part of this reference architecture using integrated and proven
bare metal solutions: HPE Moonshot for Hosted Desktop Infrastructure and HPE Moonshot for
citrix.com
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Application Delivery. In addition to the server cartridges that are ideal for hosted desktops and
hosted application delivery, additional server cartridges are used to host the required
infrastructure services to deliver these workloads.
HPE Moonshot for Hosted Desktop Infrastructure
Hewlett Packard Enterprise and Citrix collaborated to develop a purpose-built solution for a
Windows hosted desktop infrastructure. This solution, the HPE Moonshot ConvergedSystem
100, can contain up to 45 HPE ProLiant m700 cartridges to deliver up to 180 XenDesktop
hosted desktops on bare metal. This XenDesktop solution provides every subscriber with their
own dedicated physical compute, storage, network and graphics hardware without the
overhead of a hypervisor that’s often implemented to share resources. Each cartridge has four
SoC chipsets individually powered by an AMD Opteron X2150 processor with integrated AMD
Radeon 8000 Series Graphics for a high-definition user experience. The HPE Moonshot
ConvergedSystem 100 solution is a readily deployed XenDesktop solution with simple,
predictable sizing—no scalability tests are necessary to determine how many users each
cartridge can handle and each subscriber has their own SoC machine.
M700 XenDesktop

Random Pooled Desktop

Figure 3. 45 HPE ProLiant m700 cartridges can support 180 XenDesktop users.

XenDesktop can deliver hosted desktops to a variety of user types, from basic kiosk users to
power users like financial traders. The HPE Moonshot team worked with Citrix engineers and
key financial services customers to design a XenDesktop solution with dedicated compute and
graphics, constructing a high-performance hosted desktop solution specifically for resourceintensive applications like those used by stock floor traders. The Trader Workstation powered
by HP Moonshot solution leverages the HPE Moonshot Proliant m710p cartridge to create a
new high-performance, low-power solution that centralizes desktop delivery from an HPE
®

®

Moonshot chassis. The HPE Moonshot Proliant m710p cartridge, powered by the Intel Xeon
E3 processor paired with Intel Iris Pro graphics, supports a superior end-user experience—even
for workloads with demanding multimedia content such as streaming videos.
Similar to the HPE Moonshot ConvergedSystem 100, this solution provisions each trader with a
dedicated bare-metal Microsoft Windows 7 desktop. The solution offers a proven design and
predictable costs while providing power users with dedicated graphics and compute
resources.
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M710p XenApp or XenDesktop

Trader
Workstation

Hosted Shared
Desktop

Figure 4. The Trader Workstation solution uses HPE Moonshot ProLiant m710p cartridges.

HPE Moonshot for Application Delivery
For subscribers that need access to secure centralized applications in the data center, Citrix
XenApp provides hosted application delivery. The HPE Moonshot for Application Delivery
solution can leverage up to 45 HPE ProLiant m710p cartridges with high-performance
®

®

compute and graphics powered by the Intel Xeon E3-1284L v4 @ 2.90GHz chipset with
integrated Iris™ Pro Graphics P6300 graphics. As described in this article about Citrix XenApp
application delivery on HPE Moonshot, the solution scales well and provides graphics on
demand for applications that require a GPU.
The HPE Moonshot for Application Delivery solution allows XenApp subscribers to execute a
variety of rich content-enabled applications with immediate access to the graphics system—
there’s no downtime waiting for a graphics card to be available. Deploying this bare-metal
Citrix XenApp and HPE Moonshot solution also enables the customer to reduce costs because
there are no graphics cards or hypervisors with virtualized graphics required.

Combining Application and Desktop Delivery on HPE Moonshot
Architects can easily intermix the solutions above to create a hybrid solution that supports
many types of Citrix subscribers in one hardware platform chassis. Figure 5 displays an
example of a mixed deployment architecture for the HPE Moonshot for Citrix Mobile
Workspaces solution. The configuration shown includes:
•

The HPE Moonshot 1500 Chassis, which includes switching and uplink modules that comprise
the networking topology

•

21 HPE ProLiant M710p Server Cartridges to support XenApp workloads

•

18 HPE ProLiant M700 Server Cartridges to support XenDesktop Medium workloads
(characterized using Login VSI)

•

3 HPE ProLiant M710p Server Cartridges to support XenDesktop Power workloads
(characterized using Login VSI)

•

3 HPE ProLiant M300 Server Cartridges to support Hyper-V virtual machines containing
infrastructure services
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Figure 5. Sample configuration: HPE Moonshot for Citrix Mobile Workspaces solution.

Previously, HPE Moonshot solutions with Citrix software components were very specific in
regards to having a homogenous set of cartridges in the chassis and were designed to execute
either Citrix XenApp or XenDesktop workloads only. With recent software enhancements to
the HPE Moonshot platform, it is now possible to mix and match HPE ProLiant Moonshot
server cartridges with Citrix software technologies to create a heterogeneous solution that
delivers virtual desktops, Windows applications, and mobile application access. In conjunction
with Citrix application and desktop software, new HPE Moonshot hardware and software
advancements help to increase scalability, performance, and automation, making the solution
easier and faster to deploy.
HPE Moonshot Hardware Chassis
The reference architecture configuration contains a single HPE Moonshot 1500 Chassis that
supports the entire HPE Moonshot for Citrix Mobile Workspaces solution. The chassis shares
components including power, cooling, and fabric management across server cartridges,
requiring less energy, cabling, and space to reduce cost and complexity. A redundant design
hosts 45 individually serviceable hot-plug cartridges and two network switches in a 4.3U
footprint. The chassis supports five hot-pluggable dual-rotor fan modules and four hotpluggable, common-slot power supplies to optimize redundancy. Inside the chassis are also
the HPE Moonshot cartridges designed to provide desktops, applications, and infrastructure.

Figure 6. Dual network switches and multiple server cartridges within the chassis provide redundancy.
citrix.com
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Figure 7. Chassis management reports device health and status.

HPE Moonshot Networking Architecture
Each HPE Moonshot 1500 Chassis contains up to two HPE Moonshot Switch Modules;
modules can be stacked within or across multiple chassis units for optimal resiliency. Each HPE
Moonshot server node is connected directly to the switch module via a single lane of highspeed fabric interconnect, providing a dedicated, low-latency path to each system node.

Figure 8. Switches can be configured in active/active or active/passive modes.

HPE Moonshot networking has two independent Ethernet fabrics to each cartridge slot. Each
fabric is capable of 1GbE or 10GbE; the HPE Moonshot Switch Module installed determines
which is invoked.
HPE Moonshot ProLiant cartridges that feature a single server per cartridge (such as the HPE
Moonshot ProLiant m710 and m710p) can be configured with switch modules that have 45
down-link ports, one port to each cartridge. The Moonshot-45G and Moonshot-45Gc Switch
Modules are low cost 45-port 1GbE switches; the Moonshot-45XGc Switch Module is a highperformance 45-port 10GbE switch.
In the case of quad-server cartridges (such as the HPE Moonshot ProLiant m700), the
configuration can include the Moonshot-180XGc Switch Modules that each feature 180
down-link ports, four to each cartridge (i.e., one port to each of the four servers on the
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cartridge). In the reference architecture, dual Moonshot-180XGc Switch Modules were
configured to support quad-server cartridges and provide redundancy in the design.
Performance with Efficiency
The HPE Moonshot-180XGc Switch Module offers dual redundant switches that provide traffic
isolation and have the ability to stack for resiliency. These switches can deliver high-density and
low-power switching with Layer 2 and Layer 3 routing for ideal performance. When paired
with a Moonshot-4QSFP+ Uplink Module for external network connections (Figure 9), the
Moonshot-180XGc Switch Module delivers high I/O performance with reduced
oversubscription while providing a dedicated, low-latency 1 GbE bandwidth path to each
server node.
Manageability at Scale
Each HPE Moonshot-180XGc Switch Module provides a 1 GbE out-of-band management port
shared with iLO Chassis Manager for SSH or telnet sessions. Management software provides
sFlow and standard SNMP MIBs support for detailed switch statistics and telemetry. The
software is instrumented for Quality of Service (QoS) configuration, allowing traffic to be
classified into different QoS streams.

Figure 9. HPE Moonshot-180XGc Switch Module and Moonshot-4QSFP+ Uplink Module.

Switch and Cartridge Compatibility
In the reference architecture, the chassis contains two Moonshot-180XGc switches that
connect via a radial fabric pathway. This creates a network topology featuring a central
Ethernet switch and two uplink modules, each with four ports running at 40Gb. This high
speed and fault tolerant network design provides workloads rapid access to data within and
external to the chassis.
Recently HPE released new firmware for the Moonshot-180XGc switch that allows for the
mixing of different cartridge types within the HPE Moonshot 1500 Chassis. (Previously it was
required that the chassis contain the exact same series of cartridges that were tested with
specific switch configurations.) While customers can still adopt a homogenous architecture,
the ability to intermix workload cartridges creates a self-contained deployment platform for
scenarios such as branch offices, cloud service providers, detached business units, and so forth.
Below is a compatibility matrix that shows the supported switches, cartridges, and uplinks that
can be used in a heterogeneous implementation such as the HPE Moonshot for Citrix Mobile
Workspaces solution. As noted earlier, the reference architecture uses Moonshot-180XGc
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switches, which permits cartridges to use only 1GbE throughput per port. The Moonshot180XGc switches provide ample throughput for the HPE ProLiant m700, m710, and m300
server cartridges.
Table 2. HPE Moonshot switch, server, and uplink compatibility matrix.

HPE Moonshot Cartridges
The HPE Moonshot for Citrix Mobile Workspaces solution supports a mix of XenApp and
XenDesktop workloads on bare metal along with infrastructure servers, all within a single selfcontained hardware platform. This hybrid design allows IT to configure different percentages
of desktop and application delivery in a single design that includes graphics-enabled hardware
and no hypervisor virtualization overhead.
To support a mixed workload, there are three types of cartridges required, which are described
in more detail below. While the reference architecture uses an 80/20 split ratio of XenApp to
XenDesktop workloads, it is important to note that this is a conservative number and not a firm
solution requirement. Because every cartridge is hot pluggable, a customer can adjust the
workload mix on demand without having to modify hypervisor designs to accommodate such
changes.
HPE ProLiant m710p Server Cartridges
For mission-critical application delivery in this reference architecture, the HPE Moonshot
m710p Server Cartridge is the preferred and tested cartridge for Citrix XenApp 7.6 workloads.
The HPE Moonshot m710p exhibited impressive scalability results in XenApp testing, offering
optimal user density and performance with low power consumption. Integrated graphics
(powered by the integrated Intel Iris Pro 6300) gives every XenApp user immediate on-demand
access to the GPU—there’s no need to create virtualized graphics because every user has baremetal access to the server’s embedded graphics.
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The HPE Moonshot m710p cartridge delivers XenApp configurations with impressive scalability
and cost per seat (see the blog at Citrix.com as well as at BrianMadden.com). The cartridge can
also support Citrix XenDesktop for power users that have demanding graphics requirements
such as with the trader workstation design mentioned earlier. Figure 10 shows the HPE
Moonshot m710p Server Cartridge and
Table 3 lists cartridge specifications.

Figure 10. HPE Moonshot m710p Server Cartridge.

Table 3. HPE ProLiant m710p Server Cartridge, supporting Citrix XenApp.
Component

Description
®

Notes

CPU

Intel E3-1284Lv4, 2.9GHz (3.8G hz Turbo), (4)
x86 cores

Quantity: 1 Socket per Cartridge.
Cores: 4 Logical Processors

Memory

32 GB of DDR3 PC3L-12800 (1600 MHz)
SODIMM Low Voltage Memory

4 DIMM per cartridge (32 GB total)

Network

(Internal) Integrated NIC; Dual-Port 10GbE
Mellanox CX3 MT27518

2 per cartridge. When using switch
matrix with Moonshot-180G switch
only 1GbE speeds are available.

Storage

120 GB, 240 GB, 480 GB or 960 GB of M.2
solid state storage per cartridge

1 per cartridge

Graphics

Intel Iris Pro HD P6300

®

1 per cartridge

HPE ProLiant m700 Server Cartridges
Populating the HPE Moonshot Chassis with ProLiant m700 Server Cartridges offers up to
44% lower TCO, at the same time dramatically improving security and compliance by
centralizing desktops, data, and applications in the data center. With four AMD Opteron
X2150 APUs per cartridge, the ProLiant m700 Server Cartridge ( Figure 11) delivers up to 720
processor cores/chassis along with fully integrated graphics processing. Up to 45 server
cartridges fit in one converged HPE Moonshot System for a dense 1,800 server cartridges per
rack, conserving IT expenses for racks, switches, and cables.
Citrix XenDesktop with HDX Standard is fully tested and supported in this configuration.
Each of the four nodes on a server cartridge boots via Citrix Provisioning Services (PVS) using
PXE to a configured PVS server. Since each node has dedicated hardware resources
assigned to it (including CPU, GPU, RAM and SSD), there is no sharing of hardware
resources required. With dedicated hardware resources (such as RAM and SSD), it’s possible
to configure PVS with client-side write cache on device hard drive, cache in device RAM, or
cache in device RAM with overflow to hard disk.
citrix.com
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Table 4 shows specifications for the HPE Moonshot m700 Server Cartridge.

Figure 11. HPE Moonshot m700 Server Cartridge.
Table 4. HPE ProLiant m700p Server Cartridge, supporting Citrix XenDesktop.
Component

Description

Notes

CPU

AMD Opteron™ X2150 APU, 1.5GHz, (4) x86 cores

Quantity: 1 Socket p er cartridge.
16 Cores per cartridge

Memory

DDR3 PC3-12800 SDRAM (1600 MHz) Four ( 4) SODIMM slots,
32 GB (8 GB per SoC)

4 DIMM per cartridge ( 32 GB
total)

Network

(Internal) dual port 1GbE per CPU

8 per cartridge

Storag e

32 and 64 GB of integrated Solid State Storage (iSSD) per
server

4 per cartridge

Graphics

AMD Radeon™ HD 8000 Series Graphics

4 per cartridge

HPE ProLiant m300 Server Cartridges
The HPE Moonshot ProLiant m300 Server Cartridge with the Intel Atom C2750 processor
enables a self-contained multi-tier infrastructure for the required infrastructure services
virtualized on Windows Server 2012 R2 with Hyper-V. By hosting virtual machines on these
server cartridges (including VMs for XenDesktop Controller, PVS, StoreFront, NetScaler, and
XenMobile services), traffic can be isolated and localized within the chassis.
Hosting multiple infrastructure VMs across multiple cartridges enables a highly available
infrastructure. In the reference architecture implementation, each Moonshot ProLiant m300
Server Cartridge had virtual machines that used local storage. ISCSI storage can also be set up
on each host to achieve highly available infrastructure virtual machines on shared storage. To
create a low cost solution, shared storage was not used in the reference architecture
implementation. Figure 12 shows the HPE Moonshot m300 Server Cartridge and

Table 5 shows its specifications.
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Figure 12. HPE Moonshot m300 Server Cartridge.

Table 5. HPE ProLiant m300 Server Cartridge, supporting Citrix infrastructure.
Component

Description

Notes

CPU

Intel® Atom™ C2750 Processor, 8
core 2. 4 GHz

Quantity: 1 Socket p er Cartridge. 8 threads. No HyperThreading. Intel Turbo Boost, Intel VT-X, Intel VT-X with EPT

Memory

DDR3 PC3-12800 SDRAM (1600
MHz), Four (4) SODIMM slots.
32GB ( 4x8GB)

4 DIMM per cartridge ( 32 GB total).

Network

(Internal) dual port 1GbE per
CPU

2 per cartridge.

Storag e

(1) SFF 500GB HDD, 1TB HDD,
or 240GB SSD. M. 2 64GB SSD

Each m300 has the op tion for two typ es of local storage. Th e
main operating system can resid e on a 64GB M.2 SSD. V irtual
machines can reside on a 240GB SSD or 1TB SATA drive.

Graphics

Integrated vid eo adap ter. No
GPU

1 per cartridge

Reference Architecture Configuration
Figure 13 depicts the reference architecture of the HPE Moonshot for Citrix Mobile
Workspaces solution.
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Figure 13. An overview of the HPE Moonshot for Citrix Mobile Workspaces solution architecture.

User Layer
There were three types of users in the tested reference architecture environment:
•
•
•

Hosted shared desktop
Random pooled HDI
Mobility users

For each user type, a series of Windows desktops (running either XenApp or XenDesktop)
were created. For XenMobile users, a Citrix internal tool was used to simulate mobile users
launching applications and creating micro VPN tunnels.
Hardware Layer
All virtual machines that host the Citrix infrastructure servers (XenDesktop Delivery Controllers,
StoreFront, Licensing, PVS, etc.) reside inside the HPE Moonshot chassis. Figure 14 depicts the
core Citrix infrastructure components hosted on three HPE Moonshot ProLiant m300
cartridges running Windows Server 2012 R2 Standard with Hyper-V. In the reference
architecture implementation, other components (including AD and SQL) were located outside
the chassis on HP DL380G9 servers. The server and storage resources required to support
ShareFile were also external to the chassis.
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XD License
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XenMobile
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PVS

XenMobile

StoreFront

Delivery
Controller

Figure 14. Infrastructure VMs configured on the three HPE Moonshot m300 servers .

Including more infrastructure VM resources inside the chassis is possible. However, when more
cartridges are used to host additional infrastructure components, there are fewer slots
available for cartridges running XenApp and XenDesktop workloads.
Hyper-V Control Layer and VM Configuration
As shown back in Figure 13, the control layer of the architecture provides the required
infrastructure services (XenDesktop Delivery Controllers, StoreFront, Licensing, PVS, etc.), which
were virtualized using Windows Server 2012 R2 Standard with Hyper-V on HPE Moonshot
ProLiant m300 servers.
Since each HPE Moonshot ProLiant m300 has only 32GB of RAM and 1 processor with eight
cores and eight threads per core, allocating the appropriate amounts of RAM and vCPUs to the
core infrastructure VMs is important. For Windows Server 2008 R2 (see Requirements and
Limits for Virtual Machines and Hyper-V in Windows Server 2008 R2), the following formula
calculates the maximum number of virtual processors supported in the server
running Hyper-V:
Max vCPUs in the Hyper-V server = (number of processors) * (number of cores) *
(number of threads per core) * (12 or 8 depending on guest OS)
As noted in the Microsoft TechNet article “Hyper-V scalability in Windows Server 2012 and
Windows Server 2012 R2,” Hyper-V in Windows Server 2012 R2 supports larger configurations
of virtual and physical components than previous releases of Hyper-V. (This release supports
320 logical processors compared to 64 in the previous version.)
Table 6 shows the infrastructure virtual machine configurations defined for each Moonshot
ProLiant m300 host.
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Table 6. Citrix Infrastructure VM configurations.
VM Name

vCPU

Memory

Disk

Description

M300 Host

XDController01

2

2048 Startup

40GB

XenDesk top
Controller

C21N1-Infra

40GB

XenDesk top
Controller

C24N1-Infra

40GB OS

Provisioning Server

C24N1-Infra

Provisioning Server

C21N1-Infra

40GB

StoreFront

C24N1-Infra

40GB

StoreFront

C27N1-Infra

40GB

XenDesk top
Direc tor

C21N1-Infra

40GB

Citrix License Server

C21N1-Infra

Max 1058576
Dyn Mem, 20% Buffer
XDController02

2

2048 Startup
Max 1058576
Dyn Mem, 20% Buffer

PVSServer01

4

6GB

250GB
vDisk
PVSServer02

4

6GB

40GB OS
250GB
vDisk

XDStoreFron t01

2

2048 Startup
Max 1058576
Dyn Mem, 20% Buffer

XDStoreFron t02

2

2048 Startup
Max 1058576
Dyn Mem, 20% Buffer

XDDirector1

2

2048 Startup
Max 1058576
Dyn Mem, 20% Buffer

XDLicense1

1

1024 Startup
Max 1058576
Dyn Mem

XMS0

2

4GB

50GB

XenMobile

C24N1-Infra

XMS1

2

4GB

50GB

XenMobile

C27N1-Infra

VPX1

2

2GB

20GB

NetScaler VPX

C21N1-Infra

VPX2

2

2GB

20GB

NetScaler VPX

C24N1-Infra

Windows 2012R2 Hyper-V Configuration
On each HPE Moonshot ProLiant m300 cartridge, Windows 2012R2 Standard along with the
Hyper-V role was installed according to Microsoft best practices. The HPE Moonshot ProLiant
m300 host was setup with the Hyper-V role and had an SCVMM agent installed on it to enable
management. A service account was used to the SCVMM RUNAS to install the agent.
Since each HPE Moonshot ProLiant m300 only has two 1GB NICs, it was important to leverage
NIC teaming for the best network throughput and performance. NIC teaming allowed the
configuration to accommodate 2GB speeds. In each host, NIC 1 was assigned to the first
switch and NIC 2 was assigned to the second switch (Figure 15). SCVMM 2012R2 deployed a
single NIC team with LACP teaming mode and Dynamic Load balancing was set up for each of
the three Hyper-V hosts.
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180G Switch Stacking

LACP

LACP

LACP

64GB M.2 (OS)

64GB M.2 (OS)

1TB SATA (VMS)

1TB SATA (VMS)
C21-Infra
ProLiant m300

C24-Infra
ProLiant m300

64GB M.2 (OS)

1TB SATA (VMS)
C27-Infra
ProLiant m300

Figure 15. HPE Proliant m300 server configuration.

To simplify the host and VM storage design, each HPE Moonshot Proliant m300 server was
configured with two physical drives per host. The Windows Server 2012 R2 operating system
and page file resided on the first drive, a 64GB M.2 drive. The second 1TB SATA drive held the
virtual machines. For optimal performance, upgrading the SATA drive to a faster SSD with
larger capacity is also recommended.
In typical deployments, shared storage is used for the infrastructure machines to optimize
availability. Because the goal of this testing was to validate how well local storage could handle
such as workload, shared storage was not used in the tested configuration. High availability for
infrastructure VMs was achieved by configuring N+1 servers for each infrastructure function
and distributing the virtual machines across all three hosts.
In this design an HPE StoreVirtual VSA storage appliance could also be used to create resilient
clustered storage for the infrastructure VMs hosted on Hyper-V. The total amount of disk
space allocated for these VMs was 960GB using fixed, uncompressed VHD files; the actual
amount of disk used in the testing process, however, was significantly less. At the time of this
writing, HPE is offering a 1TB StoreVirtual VSA license free (for a period of 3 years) with the
purchase of up to three new Intel-Xeon based servers. The tested solution uses three HPE
Proliant m300 infrastructure servers based on the Intel® Atom™ C2750 Processor. If these
cartridges were switched to cartridges that include Intel Xeon processors, then up to 3 servers
could qualify for the free license, which would also permit the three hosts to be part of a
cluster. For more information, see the VSA FAQ pdf.
Leveraging SCVMM in the Environment
Deploying and configuring a Citrix infrastructure to host applications and desktops consists of
multiple steps. To create the desired desktops and applications for delivery, certain tasks must
be completed beforehand, including the steps required to build virtual machines for the
infrastructure servers. These steps can be done manually, of course, but automating them
simplifies deployments, reduces the risk of errors, and speeds up the process. Both Citrix
XenApp and XenDesktop communicate through System Center Virtual Machine Manager
(SCVMM) to communicate to the Hyper-V host where the Citrix workload resides. SCVMM acts
as a middle man, handling commands from the XenDesktop controllers to the Hyper-V host
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that in turn provides the compute resources needed. Since we are running XenApp and
XenDesktop on bare-metal there is no need for the workloads to communicate to SCVMM,
however SCVMM still provides a rich management console for managing Hyper-V hosts and
brings a level of automation that can be leveraged.
SCVMM Networking for Hyper-V hosts
Each Hyper-V host was configured using SCVMM Host Networking. Each Hyper-V hosts has
two network adapter and a logical switch. The hosts logical switch connect is named Citrix
Infra Switch. Each logical switch per host has a connection to a logical network named Citrix
Infra. Then each logical network is connected to the VM Networks called Citrix Infra. All
infrastructure virtual machines on each host communicate using the Citrix Infra VM Network.
The Infra VM Network is where the core Citrix infrastructure will be connected to on each host
and there are a variety of ways SCVMM can assist in this process. In SCVMM there is a feature
called a Service Template. A Service Template is a blueprint for a set of virtual machines that
can be configured and deployed together and managed as a single entity. A Service Template,
for example, can build a web tier, data tier, and app tier all tied together to provide a service,
but in order to do that the appropriate networking needs to be in place.

Figure 16. SCVMM Host Network and VM Network topology for M300 Hyper-V hosts.

Citrix Service Template Automation for SCVMM and Hyper-V
In SCVMM there is a feature called a Service Template. A Service Template is a blueprint for a
set of virtual machines that can be configured and deployed together and managed as a
single entity. A Service Template, for example, can build a web tier, data tier, and app tier all
tied together to provide a service.
For Citrix deployments, it’s possible to leverage the use of a SCVMM Service Template,
customizing it to deploy the core infrastructure services including XenDesktop Delivery
Controllers, StoreFront, Licensing, and Citrix Provisioning Services (PVS). Using a Service
Template can automate an entire Citrix infrastructure deployment from start to finish, al lowing
a single site or multiple sites to be deployed and distributing required infrastructure services.
The Citrix XenDesktop 7 Service Template configures a distributed XenDesktop 7 deployment
that contains a scalable StoreFront tier, a scalable Desktop Controller tier, a License Server tier,
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and a Director tier. This Service Template deploys a Citrix PVS 7 infrastructure that enables disk
image streaming for XenDesktop and XenApp physical machines.
The default PVS Service Template requires one public VM Network and one isolated streaming
VM Network in the SCVMM fabric. Active Directory, DNS, and SQL services, as well as a Citrix
License Server on the public network, are prerequisites. Since the architecture for the HPE
Moonshot workload is physical machines for XenApp and XenDesktop, the service template
design was modified and a single public network was used. For this HPE Moonshot for Citrix
Mobile Workspaces reference architecture, all of the Citrix infrastructure VMs were built and
installed using a Service Template, which configured all VM settings along with VHDs. (The
Citrix article “Simplifying XenDesktop Deployments Leveraging Microsoft System Center
Templates” provides more information on the step-by-step template process depicted in
Figure 17.)

Figure 17. SCVMM Service Template automates deployment of Citrix infrastructure servers.

Deploying the Citrix Infrastructure-as-a-Service
Once a Service Template is imported into SCVMM, an administrator points the template to an
existing VHD that SCVMM uses to construct each of the virtual machines. The Service Templ ate
then installs the needed Citrix software components (XenDesktop Delivery Controllers,
StoreFront, Director, and PVS). This level of automation enables a simple and extensible
architecture that can be scaled out easily. After the first set of infrastruc ture machines are
provisioned, the scale out function of the Service Template can be used to create additional
infrastructure machines to achieve high availability. Each machine will automatically be
configured to join its respective role such as XenDesktop controller, StoreFront Groups, and
PVS farms.
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Figure 18. Deploying Citrix infrastructure servers using an SCVMM Service Template.

Figure 19. Deploying Citrix PVS servers using an SCVMM Service Template.

Connecting the Citrix Infrastructure-as-a-Service
Once the Service Template is deployed, the Citrix infrastructure VMs are provisioned. Note that
the process to deploy the machines can take up to a few hours. Figure 20 shows the typical
end result, which indicates that the template has created the necessary machines and
connections.
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Figure 20. SCVMM Host Network and VM Network topology with all infrastructure VMs created using
the Service Template.

Citrix NetScaler
NetScaler is deployed to optimize, secure, and control the delivery of enterprise and cloud
services, optimizing the end user experience across all device types. It is an ideal solution for
front-ending a XenApp and fXenDesktop desktop virtualization infrastructure. Particularly
valuable are the numerous security mechanisms and performance-enhancing features that
help to secure and load balance XenApp and XenDesktop workloads. These capabilities, which
can be grouped into three distinct categories—access security, threat protection, and security
management—work together to safeguard network traffic and safeguard application and
desktop delivery. (For more information about NetScaler and its security features, see the white
paper, “Securing virtual desktop infrastructure with NetScaler.”)

Figure 21. NetScaler front-ends XenApp and XenDesktop services, securing access and load -balancing
traffic.

Citrix offers NetScaler in both physical and virtual appliances to match site-specific
requirements: MPX™ (a hardened physical appliance that supports up to 50 Gbps), SDX™ (a
physical appliance that consolidates and isolates up to 40 virtual NetScaler instances), and
VPX™ (virtual appliances that run on popular hypervisors).
This reference architecture uses NetScaler VPX. The NetScaler instance functions as a
NetScaler Gateway configured to load balance StoreFront and Citrix Provisioning Services TFTP
traffic.
Note: Within this reference architecture, flexible NetScaler VPX instances support multiple
virtual appliance configurations and different networks. However, there may be
implementation scenarios that require more throughput and that are more cost-effectively
citrix.com
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served by physical NetScaler appliances such as the MPX or SDX. Refer to the NetScaler
product page for more information on which product line best fits the site design
requirements. Two NetScaler VPX 3000 virtual machines were used in this reference
architecture with high availability.
StoreFront Configuration
StoreFront was configured with two StoreFront servers in a server group and NetScaler
provided load balancing between these two servers. Communication to the StoreFront servers
was configured to use SSL. For information on securing StoreFront, see
http://support.Citrix.com/proddocs/topic/dws-storefront-26/dws-secure.html.

Synchronized

StoreFront

StoreFront

XDSTOREFRONT01

XDSTOREFRONT02

Figure 22. NetScaler front-ends XenApp and XenDesktop services, securing access and
load-balancing traffic.
VM Name

vCPU

Memory

Disk

Description

M300 Host

XDStoreFront01

2

2048 Startup

40GB

StoreFront

C24N1-Infra

40GB

StoreFront

C27N1-Infra

Max 1058576
Dyn Mem, 20% Buffer
XDStoreFront02

2

2048 Startup
Max 1058576
Dyn Mem, 20% Buffer

Provisioning Services Configuration
Two PVS servers were deployed to add resiliency and load balancing of the vDisks. Because the
reference architecture did not include shared storage for the PVS vdisks, each PVS machine
hosted a replica copy of each vDisk. Shared vDisk storage such as SMB3 shares can greatly
reduce the management of multiple disks in multiple locations and is highly recommended in
production deployments. (Due to time constraints, shared storage was not configured and
tested in this reference architecture. Instead, each PVS server had two vDisks that were load
balanced between each server.)
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PVSSERVER01

PVSSERVER02
vDisk
replicas

40Gb 250GB
OS vDisk

250GB 40Gb
vDisk OS

Figure 23. PVS load-balancing vDisks for XenApp and XenDesktop images.
VM Name

vCPU

Memory

Disk

Description

M300 Host

PVSServer01

4

6GB

40GB OS

Provisioning Server

C24N1-Infra

Provisioning Server

C21N1-Infra

250GB vDisk
PVSServer02

4

6GB

40GB OS
250GB vDisk

Cartridges 28 to 45, which are the HPE M700 cartridges, were booted to PVS using a Windows
7 x64 VHD to deploy a total of 72 XenDesktop machines. Cartridges 1 to 19, 22, and 25 were
running XenApp on an HPE M710p cartridge, providing a total of 21 XenApp machines. The
screenshots below are from the PVS console and showcase the 93 nodes (72 XenDesktop + 21
XenApp nodes) booting from the two PVS machines.

Figure 24. PVS load-balancing traffic for XenApp and XenDesktop images.
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Figure 25. PVS vDisk connections for XenApp and XenDesktop.

XenDesktop Controller Configuration
Managing a XenApp and XenDesktop infrastructure requires delivery controllers to manage
virtual application and desktop provisioning.
Delivery
Controller

Delivery
Controller

Synchronized

XDCONTROLLER01

XDCONTROLLER02

Figure 26. PVS XenDesktop Controller configuration.

VM Name

vCPU

Memory

Disk

Description

M300 Host

XDController01

2

2048 Startup

40GB

XenDesk top
Controller

C21N1-Infra

40GB

XenDesk top
Controller

C24N1-Infra

Max 1058576
Dyn Mem, 20% Buffer
XDController02

2

2048 Startup
Max 1058576
Dyn Mem, 20% Buffer

XenApp Physical Configuration
Hosted shared desktops allow users to connect to a desktop virtual machine hosted on a
Windows Server running Citrix XenApp. The chassis contains 21 HPE M710p cartridges
(cartridges 1-19, 22, and 25) running the XenApp workload.
Machine
Name
C1m710pc25m710p

CPU

Memory

PVS
vDisk

Intel Xeon
E3-1284l
v4 2.9 GHz

32GB

120GB

PVS
write
cache

Desc.

M.2
SSD

XenApp
workload

Cartridge
Type
M710p

OS

Quantity

Windows
Server
2012R2

21 XA
machines

2 Core, 8
LP
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XenDesktop Physical Configuration
Hosted shared desktops allow users to connect to a desktop virtual machine hosted on a
Windows Server running Citrix XenDesktop. In the chassis there are 18 HPE m700 cartridges
(cartridges 28-43) running the XenDesktop workload.
Machine
Name
C28n1m 700
C45N4m700

CPU

Memory

Opteron
X2150
APU (4)
x86 core
1.5 GHz
processor

8GB per
node.
32GB
total per
cartridg e

PVS
vDisk
60GB

PVS
write
cache
64 GB
SanDisk
SSD +
memory

Desc.
XenDesk top
workload

Cartridge
Type
M700

OS

Quantity

Windows
7 x64

72 XD
machines,
4 nodes
per
cartridg e

Reference Architecture Testing and Results
To size and validate the HPE Moonshot for Citrix Mobile Workspaces reference architecture,
Citrix engineers conducted scalability testing using Login VSI software from Login VSI, Inc.
(http://www.loginvsi.com). This section describes the test workload and summarizes the
scalability test results.
Login VSI workloads simulate users running generic applications such as Microsoft Office
2010, Internet Explorer, and Adobe Acrobat Reader. The default workloads shipped with Login
VSI are designed to simulate different types of workers that perform multiple application tasks.
By gradually incrementing the number of simulated users, the system under test will eventually
saturate and response times will increase, eventually showing that system resources are close
to exhaustion. By pushing the system to its limits, it is possible to discover the maximum
density that the system can likely sustain.
Test Workload and Methodology
This section describes the Login VSI office worker workload profile used to evaluate XenApp
performance on HPE Moonshot with HPE ProLiant m710p server cartridges. The office worker
workload is one of the default workloads in Login VSI 4.1.3 , the version used in testing. For
XenDesktop, since a single machine is dedicated to a single user, scalability testing is not
required since there is no sharing of hardware resources, as is the case with XenApp.
Once a test session starts, the workload repeats (loops) every 48 minutes. Each loop has four
segments, and each consecutive Login VSI user logon starts a different segment. This method
ensures that all elements in the workload get equal use throughout the test. During each
segment, response time is measured three times. Approximately two minutes of idle time is
included in between each segment to simulate real-world users.
A detailed view of the Login VSI office worker workload can be found in the Login VSI 4.1
documentation. Each test loop opens and uses these applications:
•

Microsoft Outlook

•

Microsoft Internet Explorer

•

Microsoft Word

•

Adobe Reader

•

Microsoft PowerPoint

•

Microsoft Excel
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Multiple test runs were performed to confirm the consistency of the results. (Repeatability is a
key principle to achieve meaningful data points.) For all tests, Login VSI benchmark mode was
enabled. (This is a restricted test mode that makes certain settings unavailable, creating a test
environment in which results are more comparable.)
Single Server Scalability Test Results
VSImax represents the maximum number of users the environment can handle before serious
performance degradation occurs. It is calculated based on response times during workload
execution that are expected to be less than a particular threshold. VSImax is reached when the
response times reach or exceed the threshold on multiple consecutive occurrences. Figure 27
shows the baseline response times versus the number of user sessions for a single HPE
ProLiant m710p server cartridge in the XenApp delivery group. Under the office worker
workload, Login VSImax was reached at 56 users on a single HPE ProLiant m710p server.

Figure 27. Login VSImax for XenApp on a single HPE ProLiant m710p Server Cartridge.

Figure 28 projects linear scaling of the average single server result to the potential density that
could be supported on a fully populated chassis. This projection is a valid estimate since HPE
Moonshot cartridges are independent computing resources, and none of the shared
resources (power, cooling, or network) are at risk of being exhausted. (Note that only 21 HPE
m710p servers were used for XenApp workload in the reference architecture deployment but
the chart displays scalability potential of a fully loaded chassis with 45 HPE m710p server
cartridges.)
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VSImax v4.1 (number of sessions)

HPE ProLiant m710p VSImax vs. active cartridges
projection
(office worker workload)
3000
2520

2500
2000

1680

1500
840

1000
56

500
0

0

5

10

15

20

25

30

35

40

45

Active cartridges

Figure 28. Projected linear scaling of office worker workload, from 1 server to fully populated chassis.

CPU Utilization
Figure 29 characterizes processor utilization of the HPE ProLiant m710p server cartridge under
test. CPU utilization for Login VSI 4.x differs from previous Login VSI versions (pre-4.1
workloads could easily reach a constant 100 percent CPU utilization). The new 4.1 workloads
are more stringent on VSImax, and therefore the generated results translate better into real world sizing. As shown in Figure 29, when the number of sessions passes 50, CPU utilization
continually spikes above 90 percent. When the test is finished and user sessions start to log off,
CPU utilization begins to decrease.

Processor utilization (%)

HPE ProLiant m710p average percent processor time
(total),
office worker workload
100
80
60
40
20

0
0

10

20

30

40

50

60

Time (minutes)

Figure 29. CPU utilization for the tested HPE ProLiant m710p Server Cartridge (office worker
workload).

The maximum power rating per cartridge is less than 83 watts at peak load. However, the
Login VSI office worker workload does not stress the GPU to 100 percent utilization, so power
utilization remains below 70 watts per cartridge at peak load (Figure 30).
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HPE ProLiant m710p
Average cartridge power (W) vs. number of active
sessions
Average power (W)

80.00

70.00

65.31 67.43

60.00

72.55

68.85
67.48 69.96 67.51

58.63

50.00

49.32

45.40

40.00

30.35

30.00

33.46

23.48

20.00
10.00
0.00

0

10

20

30

40

50

60

Number of active sessions
Figure 30. Power utilization for the tested HPE ProLiant m710p Server Cartridge (office worker
workload).

Memory Utilization
Figure 31 characterizes memory utilization. Although Login VSI 4.1 workloads are more
memory-intensive than previous Login VSI version workloads, the 32 GB of memory is never
fully saturated, even at peak workload when the maximum number of user sessions is running.

HPE ProLiant m710p average available memory (MB)
Office worker workload
32000

Available memory (Mb)

28000
24000
20000
16000

12000
8000
4000
0
0

10

20

30

40

50

60

Time (minutes)

Figure 31. Memory utilization for the tested HPE ProLiant m710p Server Cartridge (office worker
workload).
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Network Utilization
Figure 32 shows network utilization. Notice that network utilization remains below 100 Mbps
and the network does not create a bottleneck even at the peak workload (when the maximum
number of user sessions is running). Although the ProLiant m710p server cartridge has dual 10
Gbps NICs, each NIC is only capable of 1GB bandwidth because of the 180G switch used in the
tested solution.

HPE ProLiant m710p total Mbps transferred
Office worker workload
100

Total transfer (Mb/s)
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Time (minutes)
Figure 32. Network utilization for the tested HPE ProLiant m710p Server Cartridge (office worker
workload).

Boot Storm Performance with Provisioning Services
In this reference architecture, XenApp and XenDesktop workloads are deployed on bare metal
(directly on HPE ProLiant cartridges without a hypervisor), while Citrix infrastructure services
(Delivery Controllers, StoreFront, SQL, and PVS) were deployed as virtual servers. In such a
model, it’s important to consider PVS performance and scalability just as you would in a fully
virtualized architecture.
A boot storm scenario represents what might happen after maintenance activities, a power
outage, or some other simultaneous reboot of the physical servers. There can also be a boot
storm effect on the network and a performance impact on virtual PVS servers because the
physical machines in this architecture can be powered up out-of-band using the HPE
Moonshot chassis manager.
In this architecture, applications in the XenApp/XenDesktop workload are streamed from a
single shared-disk image (vDisk). This vDisk is stored on the PVS server and is available over the
network to the server cartridges running XenApp and XenDesktop. The physical servers boot
the vDisk directly using the preboot execution environment (PXE) service; as a result, network
activity on the PVS server is an important performance consideration in a boot storm scenario.
A boot storm is also an extremely CPU-intensive process for the PVS VMs.
Citrix has worked with HPE Moonshot engineering teams to develop a set of Citrix Moonshot
Provisioning and power management tools to improve power management and alleviate
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potential boot storm issues. In the event of a boot storm, it’s important to understand how the
performance of the PVS VMs and the network are impacted.
For these reasons, engineers closely examined PVS VM and network performance in a boot
storm scenario, capturing performance metrics during a sequence of powering on all of the
HPE m710p XenApp and m700 XenDesktop machines. In this test the HPE m710p cartridges
were powered on simultaneously. The HPE m700 cartridges share a BIOS between all four
nodes on each cartridge, so each node powered on 15 seconds apart. All machines were
scripted to power on in less than 30 seconds, but the actual time to connect via the PVS stream
was 10 minutes.
Machines

Description

Quantity of
machines

Time to power on and
stream to PVS

M700 (C1-C18 N1-4)

Boot storm

72 XD machines.

10 minutes

M710P (C19,C22,C25,C28-C45 N1)

22 XA machines

PVS VM CPU Utilization
Figure 33 shows CPU utilization of a PVS VM during the boot storm test. CPU peaks were seen
up to 80 percent, but persisted only for a few seconds.

PVSSERVER01
Processor Utilization (%)
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0
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Figure 33. Processor utilization of PVS VM PVSSERVER01 during the boot storm test.

PVS VM Memory Utilization
Figure 34 shows memory utilization of a PVS VM during the boot storm test. As the XenApp
and XenDesktop servers were booting, the PVS vDisks were loaded into memory on each PVS
VM, which is statically allocated 6GB of memory. The average amount of memory available
without the vDisks loaded was 4.7 GB. Once the machines were booted to PVS, the amount of
RAM available decreased to 4.4 GB. The average amount of memory used for the HPE m710
VHD for PVS was around 128MB while the average amount of memory used for the HPE m710
vDisk was 127MB. (There are fewer nodes booting to the HPE m710 vDisk than to the HPE
m700 vDisk.)
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Figure 34. Memory utilization of PVS VM PVSSERVER01 during the boot storm test.

PVS VM Network Utilization
During the boot storm the network adapter on the PVS servers was extremely active as
expected. Because boot storms tend to have a large impact on PVS CPU and network
utilization, adequate network bandwidth is important. During the boot storm test, the peak
amount of network traffic from the PVS server to each XenApp/XenDesktop node was 1.3 GB.
Since each host is NIC-teamed, the 2GB pipe was not saturated. As all nodes came on line, the
average amount network used at an idle state was 14MB. The spikes in the graph below are
expected as physical cartridges power on at different intervals due to different BIOS chipsets.
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Figure 35. Network utilization of PVS VM PVSSERVER01 during the boot storm test.
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Power Consumption
Powering on all physical machines during a boot storm increases power utilization. With only
the HPE ProLiant m300 cartridges powered on and the Citrix infrastructure VMs active, the idle
power consumption for the HPE Moonshot chassis was 1072 watts. During the boot storm
test, the power consumption was recorded at approximately 2,200 watts; after 15 minutes, it
reached a steady state of 1,888 watts.
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Figure 36. Power usage from chassis manager during the boot storm test.
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User Experience Monitoring
When designing a mobile workspace solution, User Experience (UX) testing is key to
understanding how business-critical XenApp and XenDesktop applications and infrastructure
can scale. To fully understand solution scalability, engineers conducted UX testing using
industry-standard tools, specifically Liquidware Labs Statusphere UX.
To test the user experience as a Citrix XenApp workload scaled, the Liquidware Labs
Stratusphere UX agent was installed on the master XenApp vDisk. This agent recorded metrics
that comprise a performance rating that reflects both XenApp session and infrastructure
performance. The UX rating is measured on a scale of 0.0 to 3.0 , with 3.0 being optimal UX
performance. Throughout the one-hour scalability test, the UX experience changed from a
perfect 3.0 rating to a 2.68, which represents good user experience. The VDI UX score was
calculated with a full load of 57 users with processor and memory resources extremely active
while performing the Login VSI workload.

Figure 37. User experience testing reported a positive rating.
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Conclusion
This paper documents a reference architecture design for an initial HPE Moonshot for Citrix
Mobile Workspaces deployment supporting up to 2,000 users. The solution is designed within
a single chassis to meet the requirement for some users to access bare-metal hosted shared
applications while other users access bare-metal physical desktops. In this way, a single selfcontained hardware platform can deliver a mix of XenApp and XenDesktop applications and
desktops while meeting IT needs for secure remote application access for mobile users.
The overall solution scales linearly, so it is simple to increase the amount of the XenApp and
XenDesktop machines (as well as infrastructure machines) required per chassis to
accommodate business growth. Racking and stacking multiple chassis with additional
cartridge units supplies the increase in compute capacity needed to support more users.
Leveraging existing PVS images drastically reduces the time needed to provision additional
XenApp and XenDesktop workloads. And lastly, the Citrix Service template can easily automate
the process of building additional Citrix infrastructure virtual machines, requiring a minimal
amount of manual effort.
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Appendix A: References
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URL

Citrix XenApp and XenDesk top 7. 6
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http://do cs.Citrix.com/en-us /xena pp-andxendes ktop/7 -6.html

NetScaler Wizard Documentation

http://do cs.Citrix.com/en-us /netscalergateway/11/install/ng-co nfig-ng-with-wizards-con/nginstall-simplified-config-tsk.html

NetScaler Gateway for ShareFile Wizard
Documentation

http://do cs.Citrix.com/en-us /netscaler/11/trafficmanagement/load-balancing/load-balanci ngsharefile.html

Configuring SSL to the VDA on Xen Desktop http://do cs.Citrix.com/en-us /xena pp-andand XenApp 7. 6
xendes ktop/7 -6/xad-security-article/xad-ssl.html
Citrix XenMobile 10.0 R eference

http://do cs.Citrix.com/en-us /xenmo bile/10/xmo babout.html

Citrix XenMobile 10 migration overview and http://do cs.Citrix.com/en-us /xenmo bile/10/xmo bmigration tool
upgradetool-overview.html
Citrix ShareFile Storag eZone Controller 3.1
Reference

http://do cs.Citrix.com/en-us /storagezones-co ntroller/31.html

Citrix Provisioning Servic es (PVS) – Write
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http://support.Citrix.com/article/CTX119469

Citrix Provisioning Servic es (PVS) – PVS RAM
Cache Sizing

http://blogs.Citrix.com/2015/01/19/size–matters–pvs–
ram–cache–overflow–sizing/#.VL0piNBOUSQ.linkedin

Citrix Provisioning Servic es (PVS) – Turbo
http://blogs.Citrix.com/2014/04/18/turbo–charging–
charging your IOPS with the new PVS Cache your–iops–with–the–new–pvs–cache–in–ram–with–disk–
in RAM with Disk Overflow Feature
overflow–feature–part–one/
Citrix NetScaler 11.0 Reference
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Appendix B: HPE Moonshot Switching
Switch configurations will vary widely from installation to installation depending on the needs
outlined by customer IT organizations. Before any HPE Moonshot hardware is deployed, it is
important to discuss networking guidelines and requirements with the networking group.
What is presented here is a known working Intelligent Resilient Framework (IRF) configuration
for one or two HPE Moonshot chassis. The tests performed in this paper were done with a
single chassis. Many customer environments will require multiple chassis to satisfy user density
requirements; therefore, this appendix also documents a two-chassis configuration. Up to four
Moonshot chassis can use IRF technology to stack a total of eight HPE Moonshot 45XGc
and/or 180XGc switches in a cluster.
The benefits of IRF clustering increase as the size of the cluster grows:
•

High availability networking can tolerate switch failures, and in the case of multiple chassis, an
entire chassis failure.

•

An improved management interface enables management of all switch elements as a single
switch, simplifying overall configuration and ongoing maintenance.

•

High-performance networking interconnects between multiple Moonshot chassis, allowing
for optimal application performance.

•

The number of uplinks required for multiple chassis decreases, reducing the cost of network
infrastructure.

•

Infrastructure traffic (like PVS and SQL traffic) is restricted to within the Moonshot chassis
cluster, further reducing the cost of network infrastructure.
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Figure 38. Single and two-chassis switch configurations.
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Reference Architecture Switch and Network Configuration
Key points of switch configuration are presented here, including sample configuration
commands used during switch setup. “Quick Start” details on setting up switches can be found
in the HPE Moonshot Networking Cookbook. Detailed switch configuration documentation
can also be found on the HPE website.
IRF Cluster
IRF is a key functionality to enabling resilient high-performance networking inside the HPE
Moonshot chassis. A Moonshot chassis is configured with two switches. This redundancy
enables seamless failover should cabling or network hardware in the environment have a
problem. It also allows for higher performance because redundant links operate in activeactive mode.
Recommended practice is for ports 3 and 4 on each switch to be used for IRF connections. It is
important that the IRF cables aren’t connected until both switches have been configured. The
following commands configure IRF on switch SA:
# set priority of master to highest possible level
system-view
irf member 1 priority 32
save
# create IRF ports and assign physical links
system-view
interface fortygige 1/1/3
shutdown
interface fortygige 1/1/4
shutdown
quit
irf-port 1/1
port group interface fortygige 1/1/3
quit
irf-port 1/2
port group interface fortygige 1/1/4
quit
interface fortygige 1/1/3
undo shutdown
interface fortygige 1/1/4
undo shutdown
quit
irf-port-configuration active
save

The following commands configure IRF on switch SB:
system-view
# set slave switch number
irf member 1 renumber 2
# set slave switch priority to low
irf member 1 priority 1
save
quit
reboot
#after reboot, configure IRF Ports for slave
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system-view
interface fortygige 2/1/3
shutdown
interface fortygige 2/1/4
shutdown
quit
irf-port 2/1
port group interface fortygige 2/1/4
quit
irf-port 2/2
port group interface fortygige 2/1/3
quit
interface fortygige 2/1/3
undo shutdown
interface fortygige 2/1/4
undo shutdown
quit
irf-port-configuration active
save

At this point it is safe to connect IRF cables between switches SA and SB. To validate the IRF
cluster is working, run the following commands from the master switch:
[HP]display irf
MemberID Role Priority CPU-Mac Description
*+1 Master 1 00e0-fc0f-8c02 --2 Standby 1 00e0-fc0f-8c03 ---------------------------------------------------* indicates the device is the master.
+ indicates the device through which the user logs in.
The Bridge MAC of the IRF is: a0d3-c100-029b
Auto upgrade
: yes
Mac persistent
: 6 min
Domain ID

: 0

[HP]display irf configuration
MemberID NewID IRF-Port1 IRF-Port2
1
2

1 FortyGigE1/1/1 FortyGigE1/1/2
2 FortyGigE2/1/1 FortyGigE2/1/2

[HP]display irf topology
Topology Info
----------------------------------------IRF-Port1
IRF-Port2
MemberID Link neighbor Link neighbor Belong To
1 DOWN --- UP 2 00e0-fc0f-8c03
2 UP 1 DOWN --- 00e0-fc0f-8c03
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LACP Uplinks
The LACP protocol is used to create redundant active-active port groups. It is important that
the switch to be connected to in the infrastructure be properly configured for LACP as well.
The recommended convention is that port_1 on each uplink module be used as a LACP uplink.
If more than 20Gbit of bandwidth is required port_2 can also be added to the LACP group.
(Note that this reference architecture will function very well with just 20Gbit bandwidth.) The
following commands are run on the master switch to configure the LACP group:
system-view
# the identifier of “200” is chosen as to
# not collide with other LACP port groups
# that might be built for ports 1 to 180.
interface bridge-aggregation 200
link-aggregation mode dynamic
quit
# port_1 on switch SA
interface Ten-GigabitEthernet 1/1/1:1
port link-aggregation group 200
quit
# port_1 on switch SB
interface Ten-GigabitEthernet 2/1/1:1
port link-aggregation group 200
quit
# do the following to add port_2 on both switches
# port_2 on switch SA
interface Ten-GigabitEthernet 1/1/2:1
port link-aggregation group 200
quit
# port_2 on switch SB
interface Ten-GigabitEthernet 2/1/2:1
port link-aggregation group 200
quit
# uplinks are usually trunk ports
interface bridge-aggregation 200
port link-type trunk
port trunk pvid vlan 999
port trunk permit vlan 1 50 99 to 100 199 to 200 203 318
quit
quit
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